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Introduction
“Language shift”, one of the central topics in language planning and policy (LPP), addresses
a situation in which a dominant language gradually replaces a marginal language in a
community (Fishman 1991; García & Schiffman 2006; Brenzinger 2017). Reversing
language shift (RLS), or language revitalization, refers to the efforts exerted in maintaining
the vitality of the replaced language (Fishman 1991). In LPP, a top-down approach to RLS
refers to policies that manage to organize the power symmetry between competing languages.
Viewed from a top-down perspective, RLS is about “how things ought to be” (Canagarajah
2006: 153). Perceived from the bottom however, speakers of the dominated language may
behold a different view on what is going on in their language community. As Canagarajah
(2006: 154) puts it, “considerations of language allegiance, linguistic identity, and language
attitudes are not necessarily rational, […] language relationships are difficult to predict or
manage.” When speakers in the language community have different views upon the
revitalized language – which dialect should be the target variety for example – RLS activities
can be sites where language ideologies are “dramatically displayed” (Kroskrity 2009).
Thereby, LPP researchers need an ethnographic approach to RLS that reveals what happens
at the grass-root level (Canagarajah 2006) and that shows how the language policy is not “an
authoritative product whose implementation is unvaried” (Johnson 2009: 156), after the
language policy is implemented from the top.
This study focuses on the ethnographic context in Kinmen, a Southeast Chinese island
under the governance of Republic of China in Taiwan. In this article, I adopt an ethnographic
approach to LPP of the linguistic revitalization of Kinmenese Hokkien. Since 2001, the
national language policy has obliged all elementary school students to study one of the local
languages as a mandatory subject (Scott & Tiun 2007). Because Hokkien is the most widely
spoken local language (after Mandarin) in both Taiwan and Kinmen, this national language
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policy – when implemented in Kinmen – resulted in a different perceived language policy.
This concept captures how the language policy text defines the discourse about the status of
different languages (Bonacina-Pugh 2012). A local discourse has described the Hokkien
language revitalization project as an effort to reverse the language shift from Kinmenese
Hokkien to Taiwanese Hokkien rather than Mandarin. From Kinmen’s RLS context, I
develop the term perceived language shift to represent the sociolinguistic situation in which
people leading the RLS discursively frame a non-dominant language as the dominant
language replacing the local language.
The organization of this article is as follows: first I will briefly introduce the historical
and political context of Kinmen; secondly, two sections will outline the sociolinguistic
situation of Hokkien language in Taiwan and Kinmen at a macro-level; then I will portray
what happens in Kinmen in terms of the perceived language policy and the perceived
language shift. Finally, I will discuss how the perceived language shift based on the context
of Kinmen can contribute to the broader discussion about RLS.
Kinmen: A brief introduction
Kinmen (or Quemoy; Jinmen) is an island currently governed by Republic of China (ROC)1
in Taiwan. While Kinmen and Taiwan are now under the same regime, they were not always
politically tied together.
Kinmen is located right next to the Fujian Province (figure 1) in People’s Republic of
China (PRC). The relationship between Kinmen and Taiwan can be traced back to the regime
of Southern Ming. Southern Ming’s Koxinga (鄭成功) 2 used Kinmen and Xiamen as
military bases in the war against the Qing regime. In the 1660s, Koxinga departed from
Kinmen, issued wars against the Dutch, and took control over Taiwan. Taiwan and Kinmen
were then therefore politically tied together. They were separated when Qing defeated
Southern Ming troops in Kinmen in 1680 (Chia 2019). Kinmen and Taiwan fell under the
In this paper, when I use “Republic of China” with events which happened after 1949, I refer to the regions
which are currently de facto controlled by the Republic of China—Taiwan, Penghu, Kinmen and Matsu.
When I use “Taiwan”, I refer to the regions which were governed by the Japanese government between 1895
to 1945—Taiwan and Penghu.
2
In this paper, when there are no conventional Romanized forms, Mandarin terms are transcribed in hanyu
pinyin. Hokkien terms are transcribed in both the Taiwanese Romanization System (Tailuo) and traditional
Chinese characters suggested by the Ministry of Education, ROC.
2
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same regime again in 1683 when the Southern Ming surrendered to the Qing dynasty.

Figure 1. Location of Kinmen (Source: Wikipedia)
The fates of the two regions were diverged again in the 19th century when Taiwan was
ceded to Japan by the Qing dynasty in 1895 after the First Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895).
The port of Xiamen was opened in the 1840s. This led to major waves of emigration from
Kinmen to western colonies in Southeast Asia, such as Singapore, the Malaya peninsula and
the Indonesian islands. The Kinmenese population dropped from 79,357 in 1915 to 49,650
in 1929 (Chiang 2011). The Kinmenese history was recorded in the Hokkien language.
Taiwanese Hokkien imported a lot of Japanese loanwords; Kinmenese Hokkien borrowed a
few Malay and English words (Hsieh 2008). For instance, Taiwanese call potatoes as málîng-tsî or má-lîng-tsû (馬鈴薯); Kinmenese transform the Malay word kantang as kan-tan
(蕳砃) to refer to potatoes.
During World War Two, Kinmen was occupied by the Japanese army from 1937 to 1945.
Soon after the end of World War Two, ROC took control over Taiwan. When the Communists
defeated the Kuomintang (the Nationalist Party of China, KMT) in Chinese civil wars, the
ROC government retreated to Taiwan in 1949. Kinmen and Matsu, the two island groups of
the Fujian Province became the only non-Taiwanese regions that KMT still controlled. The
two islands close to Communist China therefore became the war frontiers. In 1956, ROC
3
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implemented the “Experimental Scheme of War Zone Administration in Kinmen and Matsu”
(Jīn Mǎ dìqū zhàndì zhèngwù shíyàn bànfǎ 金馬地區戰地政務實驗辦法), that authorized
the War Zone Administration Committee (WZAC; Zhàndì zhèngwù wěiyuánhuì 戰地政務
委員會) to govern this island. Although Kinmen County Government still existed, it had no
power. Kinmen was turned into a blockade which was controlled by a de facto military
government comprising officers from the Kinmen Defense Headquarters (KDH; Jīnmén
fángwèi sīlìng bù 金門防衛司令部).
The period from the year of 1956 to 1992 was addressed by the Kinmenese people as
Jūnguǎn Shíqí (‘the period of military rule’; 軍管時期). In this period, the established
connection between Kinmen and Southeast Asia was cut off to a large extent, militarization
of this island prioritized military affairs and Kinmenese people were forced to sacrifice their
established path to modernization in pursuit of a unified Chinese nation. For example, the
architecture of residential houses could be partly demolished to supply the materials used to
build military facilities (Szonyi 2008; also see Chiu (2017, 2018) for social changes during
this period).
After the WZAC was dismissed in 1992, the interaction between Kinmen and Taiwan
had deepened. However, it was also the historical period in which Lee Teng-Hui’s political
campaign of Taiwanization was becoming predominant. Taiwanese people no longer needed
to highlight their “Chineseness” but were encouraged to celebrate their “Taiwaneseness”
(Jacobs 2005). The idea of Taiwanization was criticized by the pro-KMT side as a tool of
desinicization, a social engineering that has an opposite political ideology to Kinmen’s
traumatic history as a battlefield fighting for Chinese nationalism.
Table 1. List of elected county mayors in Kinmen
No.

Name

Political Party

Term of Office

1

Chen Shui-Tsai (陳水在)

KMT

1993-1997; 1997-2001

2

Lee Chu-Feng (李炷烽)

New Party

2001-2005; 2005-2009

3

Lee Wo-Shih (李沃士)

KMT

2009-2014

4

Chen Fu-Hai (陳福海)

N/A

2014-2018

5

Yang Chen-Wu (楊鎮浯)

KMT

2018-present

4
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When the then chairperson of the pro-independence Democratic Progressive Party (DPP)
proposed to withdraw troops from Kinmen and Matsu in the 1990s, Kinmenese people were
anxious that Taiwan was about to abandon Kinmen for the sake of Taiwanese nationalism
(Chiu 2017). In 1993 Kinmen had its first elected county mayor. Since that moment, DDP
has only nominated the county mayor candidate once, in the 2001 election, and not a single
DDP-affiliated politician has ever won the election (table 1). Between 2001 and 2009, the
period in which Chen Shui-Bian who was affiliated with DDP served as the ROC president
(2002-2008), Kinmen even had a county mayor affiliated with the New Party (Xīndǎng 新
黨), a political party that was formed by previous KMT members in misalignment with Lee
Teng-Hui’s Taiwanization policy. The New Party’s major goal was to pursue a unified
Chinese nation-state. Kinmen has had only one DDP-affiliated member of the local
parliament in history (from 2011 to 2018). He quitted the party in 2018. The overall political
ideology of the Kinmenese population is very different from the mainstream Taiwanese
society, but the Kinmenese have little to say since the island’s population is only
approximately 0.5% of the ROC population (Womack 2016).
The sociolinguistics of Hokkien language in Taiwan
Hokkien, or Southern Min (Mǐnnányǔ 閩南語), is a Min Chinese language that originated
from Southern Fujian. Hokkien comprises two main varieties—Quanzhou Hokkien and
Zhangzhou Hokkien (Ding 2015). Since the 17th century when the Dutch East India
Company controlled southern Taiwan, there were major immigration waves occurred from
Quanzhou and Zhangzhou to Taiwan. Many Hokkien-speaking immigrants settled there since.
Since then, the two varieties of Hokkien have been undergoing koineization, a historical
linguistic process that gives rise to a linguistic variety where the two contacting languages
are mixed. The contact variety that sprung from the mixture between Quanzhou and
Zhangzhou Hokkien in Taiwan is called “common variety” by linguists (Tsao 2013).
While Hokkien3 used to be one of the most vibrant languages in Taiwan, the MandarinIn the remainder of this article, “Hokkien” refers to the broad language typological category that can be subcategorized to different Hokkien varieties. I use “Hokkien” in contrast to other Chinese languages, for example,
3
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only movement (1945-1987) that was launched by KMT, depreciated all the other local
languages as fangyan (“dialects”)4. Those local languages were characterized as a threat to
the Chinese national cohesion, and they were banned from education and government (Hsiau
1997). By means of that movement, the vitality of the local languages were greatly threatened
and this led to a significant language shift from local languages to Mandarin in both public
and private domains (Van den Berg 1986; Young 1988; Sandel, Chao & Liang 2006; Liu,
Gijsen & Tsai 2016).
Since 1987 when the martial law was lifted, the language policy has shifted from a
Mandarin-only to a Mandarin-plus paradigm (Scott & Tiun 2007). In 2001, elementary
school students were obliged to take one of the native languages as their second language
(Dupré 2014). The Mandarin-only movement served as a tool that aimed for the sinicization
of Taiwan as a former Japanese colony (Hsiau 1997). This shift in paradigm was criticized
by the pro-KMT side as a pedagogical practice of Taiwanization and desinicization of the
younger generations (Scott & Tiun 2007).
DPP did not nationalize the most widely spoken language of Hokkien as the lingua
franca of the Taiwanese people but rather positioned Taiwan as a multilingual nation where
all the local languages should share a status similar to national languages (Dupré 2016). The
national imagination of multilingualism was empirically embodied in the Taiwan Social
Change Survey on National Identity in 2003. While Hokkien may be seen as an ethnic marker
of the Hoklo people, not a single local language was considered a marker of Taiwanese
national identity (Dupré 2013). A recent empirical study similarly shows that even though
the Taiwanese identity is rising, Mandarin, instead of Hokkien or any other local language,
is seen as the lingua franca in both public and private domains (Liu, Gijsen & Tsai 2016).
Overall sociolinguistic picture of Kinmenese Hokkien
Compared to the Taiwanese society, the Kinmenese society is relatively more homogenous
Mandarin. The term “Kinmenese Hokkien” is used in contrast to “Taiwanese Hokkien”, which refers to the
Common Variety when unspecified.
4
It can be controversial whether fangyan should be translated as “dialects” in English, as fangyan was coined
to refer to “speech of a place” in contrast to guanhua (“the speech of the officials”). However, the term of
fangyan in Early Republican China was usually used to contrast regional languages with China’s standard
language—Guoyu (“the national language”). The way how KMT used this term stemmed from this context, in
which fangyan has failed to claim the status as a language that unify Chinese nation (see Liu 2016; Weng 2018).
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in terms of ethnicity. Traditionally, Kinmen fell under the administration of Quanzhou and
was only upgraded to a county in 1915. Kinmenese Hokkien is a sub-variety of Quanzhou
Hokkien. Quanzhou Hokkien in Taiwan is called as “coastal variety” (Hái-kháu Khiunn 海
口 腔 ), which is negatively evaluated by common variety speakers in sociolinguistic
experiments (Chen 2010).
While Hokkien is no longer a dominant language, variationist sociolinguists have
noticed that Kinmenese Hokkien speakers that work or study in Taiwan tend to accommodate
common variety to prevent from being marked. For example, Tsai (2001) interviewed
Kinmenese businesspeople who frequently travelled between Kinmen and Taiwan and
observed that they showed more Common Variety phonetic features in the interview than
other Kinmenese interviewees. By means of her observation that younger Kinmenese people
have a more positive attitude toward Common Variety features, Tsai argues that some
phonetic features in Taiwanese Hokkien, although a language linked with lower social class
in Taiwan, have been comparatively linked with the mobile class who occupy a relatively
higher social status than the Kinmenese people without that mobility.
Such a language shift, to a large extent, comes from the dominance of Mandarin in
Kinmen when the first or home language is no longer Hokkien but Mandarin. Liu (2012)
notices the shift to common variety features among the younger Kinmenese population who
have never lived in Taiwan. She explains this stating that the younger Kinmenese generations
speak Mandarin as their first language but learn Hokkien from television programs where
common variety is used more (p.168). Wang (2014) too reports from eight fluent Hokkien
speakers in Kinmen born in the 1980s, whose phonetic performance, although with some
features of common variety, shows a systemic influence from Mandarin rather than common
Hokkien.
To represent the phonetic changes, I recruited four speakers to read aloud a conversation
in Hokkien. One of the speakers is a trained linguist from Taipei, asked to read the
conversation in the Common Variety. The conversation possessed several sounds that are
frequently categorised by Kinmenese people as distinctive Kinmenese Hokkien features
(table 2).
7
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Table 2. Speakers reading the same dialogue in Hokkien (A-C: Kinmenese; D: Northern
Taiwanese) (bracket: International Phonetic Alphabets)
word/speaker

60-yr-old

27-yr-old

22-yr-old male

25-yr-old male

female (A)

female (B)

(C)

(D)

‘will(+V)’

berh [bə] 欲

berh [bə] 欲

beh [be] 欲

beh [be] 欲

‘you’

lír [lɨ] 你

lír [lɨ] 你

lí [li] 你

lí [li] 你

‘(I) go back’

tuâi [tuai] 倒

tuâi [tuai] 倒

tńg-khì [tŋ-khi]

lâi tńg [lai tŋ]

來

來

轉去

來轉

tò [tɔ] 倒

tò [tɔ] 倒

tńg-khì [tŋ-khi]

tńg-khì [tŋ-khi]

轉去

轉去

‘(you) go back’

‘to live’

tuà [tua] 蹛

tuà [tua] 蹛

khiā [khia] 徛

tuà [tua] 蹛

‘where’

tio̍h [tiɔʔ] 佗

tio̍ [tiɔ] 佗

tuē [tue] 佗位

tó-uī [tɔ-wi] 佗
位

Speaker A is a 60-year-old Kinmenese female living in Taipei. She preserves most of
the Kinmenese phonetic features, except for tuà ‘to live’ different from the target variant khiā
in the Kinmenese Hokkien textbook. Speaker B is a high school teacher in Kinmen, who just
went back to Kinmen after spending 7 years in Taiwan. She is a native speaker of Kinmenese
Hokkien and highly confident in her Kinmenese Hokkien proficiency. Her pronunciation
shows almost the same pattern as speaker A, except for her dropped glottal stop in the syllable
coda (the ending consonant) of ‘where’, which is a common phenomenon of Mandarin
influence on Hokkien pronunciation (Wang 2014). Speaker C is a Kinmenese male who just
finished his undergraduate study in Taipei. He told me that he spoke “broken Kinmenese
Hokkien” because his dominant language is Mandarin. His language use is mixed, in that his
central vowels [ə] and [ɨ], the mostly-mentioned distinctive Kinmenese features (Tsai 2001;
Liu 2012; Wang 2014), in ‘will’ and ‘you’ have been lost and shifted to the variants in
Common Variety. His choice of words for ‘where’ is the lexical variant used by the Common
Variety. Yet, he notices the choice of words of ‘to live’. In sum, the influence from Mandarin
on the young fluent Kinmenese Hokkien speaker is observable. The influence from
Taiwanese Hokkien is observed most in the speech of the person that does not claim
8
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ownership of a high Kinmenese Hokkien competence.
Research methods
To portray how Kinmenese people understand the language loss in Kinmen, I report
metalinguistic discourse from the top-down and from the bottom-up. For the top-down
approach to RLS, I use the online news archive of Kinmen Daily News (the official newspaper
of Kinmen County Government) and Taiwan News Smart Web. I also collected examples
from local Hokkien textbooks as well as teacher’s handbooks.
To get insight in the bottom-up discourse, I did my primary observations during my
ethnographic fieldwork in Kinmen from October 2016 to September 2017. I worked as an
English language teaching assistant at a rural elementary school which I named Sunshine.
This teaching position was part of my (alternative) military service, in which I was allowed
to teach rural school students English as a replacement of military training. After the first two
months, I started to notice how Kinmen’s unique geopolitical context has influenced the topdown discourse about Kinmenese Hokkien in Kinmen. Next to my occupation as a teacher, I
participated in a public writing project about the representation of cultural and/or national
identity(ies) of Kinmenese people. After the third month there (December 2016), I started
writing a book that researches language and cultural, political and social issues in Kinmen.
The teachers at Sunshine were supportive of my writing project, as they believed very few
academic and non-academic representations included the perspective of Kinmenese people.
As a result, the teachers were always engaged in introducing Kinmenese affairs, such as
Kinmenese Hokkien usages, Kinmenese religious traditions, and even local politics. I
followed the “Ethical Code of Conduct, Taiwan Society of Anthropology and Ethnology”
(Táiwān rénlèixué yǔ mínzúxué xuéhuì lúnlǐ guīfàn 臺灣人類學與民族學學會倫理規範),
in which rather than the consent form as a mere formality, an ongoing dynamic and interactive
process between the researcher and the informants is emphasized with regard to the
protection of the participants. In an aim to prevent the exploitation of the participants, I
published public writings about how some educational policies and guidelines have become
meaningless burdens that cause stress, result in overwork and the exhaustion of the teachers.
The data I use in this article are based on the context of Hokkien language education in
9
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Kinmen. The pedagogical practices are the focus of this article. No data collected outside my
writing project are used in the study.
Sunshine is a small school with less than 100 students and they had no budget to hire a
specialized teacher for the subject of Hokkien language. Therefore, all the Kinmenese
teachers were candidates for this position. There were opportunities for me to speak with
them about their thoughts about Hokkien education, during the large amount of time they
spent on preparing for Hokkien language classes. All of the names in this article have been
pseudonymized. I use ethnographic notes to recover their discourse about Hokkien education.
Discourse from the top
Perceived language policy
In 2000, when the Kinmen County Government learned that the native language education
had been scheduled to be implemented, they realized that the market of Kinmen was too
small to attract any publisher to develop a textbook targeted at Kinmenese Hokkien teaching.
Therefore, Kinmen County Government invited local Hokkien language experts – ChenLiang Huang (黃振良) and Fan-Pai Cheng (鄭藩派) – to develop their own Kinmenese
Hokkien textbook, which was soon to be finished in 2002. Chen-Liang Huang wrote in
Kinmen Daily News:
“In 1999 […] I realized ‘Native Language Education’ had been scheduled to
become a subject at elementary school […] when the new subject was implemented,
if we could not develop our own language textbook for Kinmenese accent, given
that all the non-government publishers were permitted to publish textbooks, not a
single publisher would develop a textbook for Kinmenese Hokkien, as the market
of Kinmen was too small. […] The Education Bureau [in Kinmen] […] agreed with
this argument, so they decided to develop a native language textbook in which
dialogues would be about Kinmen’s local life, and Kinmenese accent would be the
target accent. […] Fan-Pai Cheng and I oversaw the textbook development.” (民
國八十八年，[…] 得知「鄉土語言」確定將被列入正式課程實施。[…] 一旦
新課程實施後，如果我們不能自己編寫一份金門口音的語言教材，那麼在教
科書市場開放的情況下，在金門目前每年級學生數不滿千人的小市場中，絕
10
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對沒有任何一家出版商願意為我們開發一套只有少數學生使用的金門口音
鄉土語言教材的。[…]當時教育局[…]也本於這項共識，於是決定自己編印一
套以金門鄉土題材、用金門腔調口音來標音的鄉土語言教材，[…]由鄭藩派
老師和我擔任教材的草擬工作。)

5

Since the beginning, the native language policy seemed to raise a sense of crisis among
Kinmenese Hokkien revivalists and Kinmenese officials, for they were worried that the
dominance of Taiwanese Hokkien in the language market would be of potential threat to
Kinmenese Hokkien as a linguistic minority. Chen-Liang Huang complained about the
unpreparedness of the DDP government in implementing this language policy:
“We accelerated the textbook development and finished editing textbooks for all
the educational stages by the end of 2002. […] Of course, it was too rush. We did
not expect (and it’s impossible) that the textbooks were all well-edited. The
textbooks were only what we could offer to respond to the new course which was
unprepared but to be implemented.” (在加緊工作的進度下，於民國九十一年年
底完成全部教材的編印出版。[…]本縣這套急就章完成的教材，當然不指望
(也不可能)它能編得好，只能說為了因應這項沒有充分準備卻將即刻實施的
新課程而採取的因應措施。)6
The native language policy was installed in 1993. The Ministry of Education sponsored
textbook development since 1996, Kinmen had then been demilitarized for 4 years.
Kinmenese Hokkien revivalists believed that the DDP government did not take small
Hokkien varieties into consideration before they implemented the new language policy.
Nevertheless, it was actually Kinmen’s first elected KMT county mayor (1993-2001) Chen
Shui-Tsai who did not participate in the pilot stage of native language education before it
became an obligatory subject. Other small variety-speaking regions – Yilan for example,
which is the northeast county of the island of Taiwan – pioneered the policy formulation of
native language education. Before 1998, Yilan and the other five counties, in which the
county mayors were affiliated or allied with DDP, had already formalized the native language

Huang, Chen-Liang 黃振良 (6 January 2006). Mǐnnányǔ yǔ Jīnménhuà chūshì 閩南語與金門話初識
[The first encounter between Hokkien and Kinmenese language]. Kinmen Daily News.
6
ibid
11
5
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education as an available subject at elementary school (Wu & Feng 2007: 47).
The implementation of native language education had been a political issue since the
start. Different from other KMT-ruled regions in Taiwan, Kinmen could be even more
sensitive to the conception of Taiwanese Hokkien, which Taiwanizes this Min Chinese
language. Not only due to the political debate of whether ROC could be Taiwanized, but also
because of the division between Kinmen and Taiwan that had lasted for decades. Unlike other
KMT-ruled counties, a common variety textbook was rejected since Kinmen was not even
part of the historical linguistic process of forming the Common Variety. The Kinmenese
revivalists, wanted to maintain the Kinmenese distinctiveness, even if that meant that the
textbooks might not be of the best quality.

Figure 2. The news title reads Kinmenese Hokkien protests “What! What is Taiwanese
Hokkien…” (United Evening News 1 April 2008)
Kinmenese people’s reluctance of lumping Kinmenese Hokkien and Taiwanese
Hokkien together was shown again in 2008, when the DDP government intended to change
the name of Hokkien (Mǐnnányǔ 閩南語) to Taiwanese Hokkien (Táiwān Mǐnnányǔ 臺灣閩
南語). In response to that, the Kinmenese KMT politician Lee Wo-Shih, who was preparing
to run for the county mayor election, criticized the DDP government for manipulating the
“ethnic cleavage” (Zúqún fēnliè 族群分裂) between Taiwanese and non-Taiwanese (i.e.
Kinmenese) (figure 2).
Kinmenese politicians did not regard Kinmen as a part of Taiwan but as part of the
Republic of China. By stating that, Kinmenese politicians did not consider their Hokkien
12
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variety a sub-variety of Taiwanese Hokkien. The native language policy in education was
perceived rather as a Taiwanese nationalistic language policy. Taiwanese Hokkien was
conceivably linked with a Taiwanese identity that Kinmenese politicians did not view
themselves aligned with. This language was therefore considered occupying a dominant
symbolic position in the native language education. Such a perception then led to the
perceived language shift.
Perceived language shift
During the textbook development, Chen-Liang Huang focused on traditions, religious rituals
and historical stories in Kinmen. Fan-Pai Cheng, the other main editor, was specialized in
Kinmenese Hokkien phonetics/phonology. Before 2010, Fan-Pai Cheng served as the native
language instructor (Běntǔ yǔyán zhǐdǎoyuán 本土語言指導員) for the Kinmen County
Government. By law, a native language instructor assists the local government in improving
the teaching of native languages in the compulsory education system. Currently, Fan-Pai
Cheng is training Kinmenese Hokkien teachers for the local government. Fan-Pai Cheng’s
metalinguistic discourse of seeing Kinmenese Hokkien as a more authentic Hokkien variety
is also echoed in the county mayor Lee Chu-Feng ’s preface writing for the Hokkien language
textbook (2009 edition).
Fan-Pai Cheng’s approach to RLS serves as an important framework for the local efforts
to language revitalization in Kinmen. In his public discourse, Fan-Pai Cheng7 framed his
discussion about RLS by contrasting Kinmenese Hokkien with Taiwanese Hokkien. This
shows in his perspective upon phonology. He observed that Kinmenese Hokkien preserves
two more vowels (a total of eight vowels) than Taiwanese Hokkien does, which implies that
Kinmenese Hokkien has a more complete system of an older (authentic) Hokkien language.
He also emphasized Kinmenese Hokkien has a distinctive tone sandhi from Taiwanese
Hokkien. This shows that the underlying belief of his approach to RLS is a certain “linguistic
fact” that demonstrates that Kinmenese Hokkien is different from (and probably more
authentic than) Taiwanese Hokkien. Therefore, he claims that Kinmenese Hokkien should be

Kinmen Daily News. (15 March 2015). Zàibu kāifā tuīguǎng zhèng fān pài: Jīnmén huà jiù yào liúshīle 再
不開發推廣 鄭藩派: 金門話就要流失了[Fan-Pai Cheng: Kinmenese language will be lost if we don’t
promote it].
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revitalized.
Thus, for Fan-Pai Cheng, the major goal of RLS in Kinmen is to prevent the local
Hokkien language from undergoing Taiwanization or, in other words, the loss of local
distinctiveness and linguistic authenticity. He argued that the difficulty of the language
revitalization project in Kinmen lies in the fact that among the younger Kinmenese
generations there exists a language shift to Taiwanese Hokkien, as is earlier explained in this
article. Fan-Pai Cheng claimed that Kinmenese Hokkien, compared to Taiwanese Hokkien,
is a dominated language. In other words, the language that competes with Kinmenese
Hokkien is not Mandarin but it is Taiwanese Hokkien.
Fan-Pai Cheng identified three aspects that have contributed to this language shift. First
of all, he argued that some Taiwanese elementary school teachers in Kinmen teach students
Taiwanese Hokkien rather than Kinmenese Hokkien. Secondly, he pointed out that
Kinmenese children tend to learn Hokkien from television programs where Kinmenese
Hokkien is hardly used. This language accommodation, so he states, is difficult to “correct”.
The third aspect that Fan-Pai Cheng highlights is the observation that even Kinmenese adults
already accommodated the phonetic features of Taiwanese Hokkien because most of them
used to work or study in Taiwan, as there was no university in Kinmen until 2010.
When looking at the top-down metalinguistic discourse, the fundamental framework of
language revitalization is not to reverse the language shift from Hokkien to Mandarin but to
overturn the shift that occurred from Kinmenese Hokkien to Taiwanese Hokkien. In Kinmen,
the geopolitical perspective of the Taiwan-Kinmen relationship (the discussion about whether
Kinmen should be considered a part of Taiwan) is different from Taiwan. This different
geopolitical perspective mobilizes the metalinguistic discourse that Kinmenese Hokkien
should not be considered a part of Taiwanese Hokkien. Thereby, Taiwanese Hokkien is
targeted as the major object that the local language revitalization should strive to fight against.
Practices from the bottom
“Cultural ballast” is a term that was developed in the context of Singaporean language policy.
This concept was used to capture how the government of Singapore used ethnic language
education as a tool to prevent Singaporean people from Westernization (Barr & Skrbiš 2008:
14
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77). I borrow this term here to highlight the pedagogical practices of Kinmenese teachers that
aimed at counteracting Taiwanization by means of education.
The perceived language shift to Taiwanese Hokkien related to the top-down influences
is noticeable in the handbook for Hokkien teachers in which teachers are instructed on how
to teach their students Kinmenese Hokkien:
“[This textbook] emphasizes distinctive phonetic, syntactic and lexical features of
Kinmenese Hokkien, in the hope that Kinmenese children will not forget as
Kinmenese people, they should speak Kinmenese language and love the land of
Kinmen.” (著重金門腔特色語音、語法和語彙，目的是希望金門的孩子不要忘
了身為金門人，學會講金門話及培養熱愛金門這塊土地的鄉土情懷。)8
In the first lesson at the first grade students, teachers, according to the textbook, are
expected to teach the verb khí-lâi 起來 ‘to get up’ as khí-âi. In this verb, the phonological
rule drops the onset (beginning consonant) of the second syllable and this transforms the
vowels into a triphthong (a sound which comprises three combined vowels). The verb khí-lâi
in Taiwanese Hokkien, is realized without merging the two vowel parts. This phonological
rule is another difference that Fan-Pai Cheng has highlighted in his metalinguistic discourse
about the distinctiveness of Kinmenese Hokkien9.
Sunshine, the school I was based at, did not possess the sufficient budget to hire a
specialized Hokkien language teacher. To be able to follow the pedagogical direction of
Kinmenese Hokkien as the target language, the school refused to hire Taiwanese teachers.
Instead, all the teachers that grew up in Kinmen were qualified to teach Hokkien at Sunshine,
regardless of Hokkien proficiency. Some Kinmenese young teachers did not even speak
fluent Hokkien, as their home language was Mandarin, but yet they were considered more
qualified than Taiwanese teachers who spoke fluent (Taiwanese) Hokkien. This measure was
taken to make sure that in Hokkien language classes at Sunshine, Taiwanese Hokkien was
not transmitted to Kinmenese children.

The handbook for Hokkien teachers is available online: http://teacher.hlc.edu.tw/imain7.asp?id=410
(accessed 15 October 2019)
9
Kinmen Daily News (8 November 2015). Běntǔ yǔyán zhì gōng péixùn `jīn shì hǎotīng' 本土語言志工培訓
「金是好聽」[Native language education volunteer training—Kinmenese is beautiful].
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At Sunshine, I observed teachers preparing for Hokkien language classes. They were
also the teachers that taught the other subjects such as natural science, music, social studies,
etc. Furthermore, as this is a small school, most of them also took on the duty of
administrative affairs. Preparation for the Hokkien class did take up a large part of their time
since none of them was specialized in Hokkien language teaching. Even the middle-aged
teacher, a native speaker of Kinmenese Hokkien, repeatedly listened to the audio lessons that
were offered by the local government to make sure he would use the “correct” or “authentic”
accent in class. For younger teachers who claimed to have low Hokkien proficiency, they
would rather play the audio lesson to the students than reading the textbook dialogue
themselves.
At Sunshine, a school-wide activity was taught in which students were asked to
accomplish different tasks related to Hokkien. During these activities, only Kinmenese
teachers are qualified to be the judge of each task. One of the Taiwanese teachers who spoke
fluent Taiwanese Hokkien complained that even though Sunshine did not have enough
Kinmenese teachers to support this activity, the school did not ask her to contribute, because
she did not speak Kinmenese Hokkien. Kinmenese descent functions as the cultural ballast
that counteracts Taiwanization. With this, Sunshine confirmed that their Hokkien classes
measured up to the government standards of Kinmenese Hokkien to evaluate the students’
Hokkien proficiency.
The annual nation-wide Hokkien speech contest demonstrates another example of how
Taiwanization is counteracted through RLS practices. In this contest, each school elects
several students to represent the school and participate in a county-wide speech contest.
Subsequently, the winners may represent the county to compete with representatives from
the other counties or cities. The national contest does not differentiate between speakers of
different Hokkien varieties. The contest on the level of the counties in Kinmen to the contrary,
requires that the spoken language in the competition should be Kinmenese Hokkien.
Thus, the county level contests specify a required variety. So too does the media that
tends to emphasize how Kinmenese representatives speak a distinctive Kinmenese accent.
They may for example “persuade the judges with an authentic Kinmenese accent” (Yǐ yìkǒu
16
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dàodì de Jīnmén qiāng shuìfú píngshěn 以一口道地的金門腔說服評審)10 or “take his/her
time to express the beauty of Kinmenese accent in an impressive, distinctive way” (Bù huāng
bù máng bǎ Jīnmén yīn de yǔdiào zhīměi fāhuī dé línlíjìnzhì 不慌不忙把金門音的語調之
美發揮得淋漓盡致)11 [my translation]. Students who do not speak Kinmenese Hokkien can
hardly win the Kinmen’s county level contest.
The discourse of a perceived language shift from Kinmenese Hokkien to Taiwanese
Hokkien directly influences RLS pedagogical practices. People involved in RLS strive to
prevent from presenting a Taiwanized Kinmen when a Kinmenese representative gives a
speech on a national stage. Discourse of this shift also forms a factor of stress to the
schoolteachers in training their students to attend the county level speech contest.
The recruitement of new students has been tough for small schools like Sunshine and
positive results that come from these competitions can serve as beneficial advertisements for
the school. Kinmenese teachers at Sunshine took turns at training Sunshine’s representatives.
When I was at Sunshine, it was Nancy’s turn to be the Hokkien trainer. Nancy, a native
speaker of Kinmenese Hokkien, however was too stressed to accept this assignment. Nancy
knew this task would take her a lot of time outside contract hours, and although Nancy was
a native Kinmenese Hokkien speaker, she believed she did not know how to train students to
speak with an “authentic” Kinmenese Hokkien accent. If Sunshine’s representative ends up
speaking an inauthentic Kinmenese Hokkien (i.e. Taiwanized Hokkien), the school – and
potentially the teachers – will “lose its face”. Especially since Kinmen is too small, and the
judges may easily know who taught Hokkien languageto the representative. Wendy a native
Kinmenese Hokkien speaker proposed to help Nancy with this task. Wendy however, also
believed her Hokkien had been “assimilated” into Taiwanese Hokkien during her 6-year
study in Taiwan. She was equally concerned that she could not teach the student “authentic”
Kinmenese Hokkien. Wendy then asked the principal to “adjust” the representatives’ Hokkien
accent as well as their usages when the contest was approaching. The principal was
Liberty Times. (01 January 2008). Jīnmén qiāng mǐnnán yǔ kǎnkǎn ér tánlín zhāo wěi shuō dé quánguó
yǔwén jìngsài dì yī míng 金門腔閩南語侃侃而談 林昭瑋說得全國語文競賽第一名 [Fluent in Kinmenese
Hokkien, Zhao-wei Lin wins the first place in national language contest].
11
Kinmen Daily News. (17 December 2014). 2014 Quánguó yǔwén jìngsài ─mǐnnán yǔ yǎnshuō bǐsài xīkǒu
sūnzi hán rónghuò quánguó dì èr míng 2014 全國語文競賽─閩南語演說比賽西口孫子涵榮獲全國第二名
[Xikou’s Zi-han Sun wins the second place in National Hokkien Speech Contest 2014].
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considered as qualified enough to serve as a gatekeeper to assure the authenticity of their
representative’s Kinmenese Hokkien.
Discussion
As the top-down discourse about the perceived language shift to Taiwanese Hokkien
demonstrates, the fundamental framework of Kinmenese Hokkien revitalization applies to
present RLS towards Taiwanese Hokkien rather than towards Mandarin. This perceived
language shift, which stems from the perceived language policy from the top, has a direct
impact on Hokkien language teachers at elementary schools like Sunshine. School staff
invests much time in pursuing authentic Kinmenese Hokkien, even when some of them were
already fluent in Hokkien. The effort to reverse the perceived language shift was embodied
as cultural ballasts at multiple fields (e.g. the county level speech contest, the school level
Hokkien teaching activity and speech training), in which Kinmenese Hokkien’s authenticity
is prioritized over communicative competence.
In RLS studies, linguistic purism has been reported to be one of the most salient
ideologies that might impede or discourage young speakers from learning the language
(Dorian 1994; Albury & Carter 2018; Sallabank 2018). Hsu (2018) has noticed those purist
attitudes in Taiwanese Hokkien revitalization. She found that listeners tend to evaluate the
Hokkien speaker with a “purer” Hokkien accent (less Mandarin influence) higher. Hsu argues
that such linguistic purism arose from the Mandarin-only movement in which Taiwanese
people were immersed in the linguistic ideology that implied that there was a standard and
correct Mandarin variety that people should conform to. Hsu believes that purist attitudes can
do harm to the effort to reverse the language shift to Mandarin when conservative speakers
play important roles in RLS and insist on recovering authentic linguistic forms (Dorian 1994;
Hsu 2018; Sallabank 2018).
In language communities that are under the dominance of a superior language
community, linguistic purism has always been a way to assert the linguistic selfdetermination and a way of building a well-defined collective identity. For example, speakers
of Sipakapense, a Mayan language used in Guatemala, beholds a strong linguistic purism that
prevents from using Spanish-influenced linguistic structures. The purist attitudes are passed
18
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on to the younger generations. Young speakers may even avoid using Sipakapense
grammatical structures that look similar to Spanish language structures, to show an adherence
to the Maya identity movement (Barrett 2008). In contrast, research on te reo Māori
revitalization in New Zealand has shown that young speakers do not favour the purist
ideology that sees the tolerance of English influence as an “admission of defeat” (Albury &
Carter 2018: 122). While some of them can accept the linkage between purism and
indigenous self-determination, they still believe purist attitudes “deter rather than emancipate
individuals participating in language revitalisation” (p.135).
First of all, Kinmen’s case shows how linguistic purism dominates the RLS practices
from both the top and the bottom. Although I did not interview students at Sunshine, I
observed them immerse themselves in Taiwanese Hokkien pop music. After class for
example, they sang songs of Nine One One (Jiǔyīyī 玖壹壹), a band whose songs heavily
use Japanese loanwords in Taiwanese Hokkien. I also observed Hokkien language teachers
at Sunshine occasionally use Japanese words unconsciously. The linguistic purism of
asserting a Kinmenese identity through a “de-Taiwanized Kinmenese Hokkien” seems to be
only embodied in those pedagogical practices that I refer to as cultural ballast in this article.
This observation echoes previous studies (Tsai 2001; Liu 2012; Wang 2014) that show that
while some Kinmenese Hokkien speakers may have meta-awareness of distinctive linguistic
features of Kinmenese Hokkien, they have shifted to Taiwanese Hokkien, to varying extents,
when they do not purposely perform a distinctive Kinmenese speech in an interview setting.
Secondly, the perceived language shift in Kinmen surfaces linguistic purism as an
ideological product of the changing (geo)political situation, as shown to be the case in the
contexts of New Zealand and Guatemala. However, unlike English and Spanish, Taiwanese
Hokkien is the perceived replacing language rather than the actual dominant language that
mobilizes the changes in Kinmenese language ecology. Purism in New Zealand or Guatemala
resists an Anglicized te reo Māori or a Hispanicized Sipakapense language because English
as well as Spanish are the dominant languages that were introduced by a colonizer. That is to
say, linguistic purism is embedded within a post-colonial context in which the indigenous
communities manage to exert the cultural self-determination through de-colonization.
Kinmen’s case is special because although empirically a Mandarinized Kinmenese Hokkien
19
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can be observed, purist attitudes are more sensitive to the so-called Taiwanized Kinmenese
Hokkien. The perceived language shift can only be understood in the geopolitical context of
Kinmen where the political campaign of Taiwanization is considered a threat to the interests
of the imagined community of the Kinmenese people. For example, the Japanese media
JBpress interviewed Kinmenese people and pointed out that12:
Kinmenese islanders believe, if their country ‘Republic of China’ becomes de facto
and de jure ‘Taiwan’, they will be governed by a country called ‘Taiwan’ which
used to be irrelevant to them, just like how an island undergoes a colonial rule. (金
門島民に言わせれば、自国が「中華民国」ではなく名実ともに「台湾」に
なってしまうと、自分たちとは本来無関係な「台湾」という国に、島をさ
ながら植民地支配されるような形になってしまうのである。)13
For some Kinmenese, any attempt to include Kinmen into the broader category of Taiwan is
a colonial attempt, because the two regions share little historical and political experiences
after the 1890s. As Mandarin is regarded as a carrier of Chinese national cohesion, a language
shift from (Kinmenese) Hokkien to Mandarin is acceptable to some extent in pursuit of
Chinese unification. That is, Chineseness and Kinmeneseness are considered mutually
inclusive and are considered not to show the kind of power asymmetry that relates to a
colonial situation. However, a language shift from Kinmenese Hokkien to Taiwanese
Hokkien is unacceptable as the latter is seen as a carrier of Taiwanese nationalism that may
undermine the Chineseness that is embedded in the Kinmenese spatio-temporal context.
Taiwanized Kinmenese Hokkien becomes ideologically more perceptible when any
measure to Taiwanize the ROC regime can be construed as a “colonial” attempt to absorb
Kinmen into the Taiwanese spatio-temporal context. As native language education is
perceived as Taiwanization/desinicization, the discourse about Kinmenese Hokkien
revitalization is closely linked to localist concerns—to retrieve the Kinmeneseness, or more
Minetoshi, Yasuda 安田峰俊. (2018). Wareware wa Taiwande wanai' chūkaminkoku o nayama seru ritō no
genjitsu 「我々は台湾ではない」中華民国を悩ませる離島の現実 [ “We are not Taiwan” The outlying
island that plagues the Republic of China]. JBpress.
13
This article was circulated by popular Taiwanese online media, such as Apple Daily and ETtoday, and then
posted to BBS Gossiping, the biggest online forum in Taiwan, which attracted 899 anonymous comments,
most of which show unfriendly attitudes towards such a political ideology expressed by Kinmenese in the
report.
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about Chineseness, through recovering linguistic forms divergent from Taiwanese Hokkien.
As mentioned above, the ideological insistence seems more highlighted in the discourse
while less reflected in actual daily language practices. Local democratic politics in Kinmen
are still tightly linked with kin networks, which means that younger generations usually must
pay attention to the interests of the elder generations when they talk about public affairs (Chiu
2017: 235). Nevertheless, the intergenerational shift in terms of Chinese/Taiwanese identity
has already surfaced. In Lee Ray’s (2018) unpublished bachelor’s thesis, he conducted a
quantitative survey on 310 Kinmenese undergraduate students in Taiwan. In his study, the
informants were asked to show their alignment with different labels of identity with a 5-point
scale, including Kinmenese, Zhōngguórén 中國人 (Chinese), and Taiwanese. He found that
the measured levels of Kinmenese identity and Taiwanese identity have a positive statistical
correlation; however, the scaled Kinmenese identity and Chinese identity show a negative
correlation. This demonstrates that younger Kinmenese people show a significant tendency
not to consider themselves as Taiwanese rather than Chinese14.
While conservative Hokkien native speakers may lead the local language revitalization,
the language attitudes and ideologies of younger speakers matter more for the ethno-linguistic
vitality of Kinmenese Hokkien. Although the perceived language shift to Taiwanese Hokkien
is considered a serious problem among people leading RLS in Kinmen, younger Kinmenese
generations see their Kinmenese identity and the Taiwanese identity as mutually inclusive. A
Taiwanese identity in other words, does not devour one’s Kinmenese identity. For RLS, it
may be more practical to see code-switching between Kinmenese Hokkien and Taiwanese
Hokkien as a bidialectal situation where a flexible competence in switching between both
varieties can be treasured.
Conclusion
This study develops the concept of perceived language shift to capture one of the ideological
struggles within language revitalization. The perceived language shift, in Kinmen’s case, is
conditioned by the geopolitical changes across the Taiwan Strait that destabilized the “self”

Also see Yu-Nan Chiu’s (邱育南) (2015) documentary “Quemoy” (Mén 門), where such a shift in political
identity is portrayed by interviewing different generations in Kinmen.
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as traditionally dwelling in a particular geopolitical framework (i.e. a divided Chinese nation).
This perception sees a not-so-dominant language as the enemy of the language revitalization
instead of an empirically observable dominant language (Mandarin). The perceived language
shift boosts the predominance of linguistic purism that sees the claiming of distinctiveness
from Taiwanese Hokkien as one of the major goals to be practiced in RLS.
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